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Abstract 
The article discusses the issue of borrowing set expressions from English into German and Russian, which systems, to varying 
degrees, differ from that of the former. The analysis of the functioning of set expressions borrowed from English in the German 
news and political magazine Spiegel online and the Russian socio-political newspaper Kommersant in 2004 to 2014 has revealed 
direct borrowings and calques. Most of the set expressions borrowed from English are simultaneously newly borrowed concepts 
and phenomena. The majority of those borrowed from English into German over recent decades are direct loans (about 70%). 
Although direct loans exist along with calques, the former are more frequently used. Loan translation into modern German has 
lost its relevance, whereas set expressions borrowed by Russian are still calques. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
The influence of English on other modern languages has reached such a scale that not only individual words but 
also set expressions are now being borrowed, including those which can be classified as phraseologisms. We have 
described some common aspects of borrowing and functioning of set expressions from English into German and 
Russian in our previous publications (Nefedova 2013; Nefedova, & Polyakov 2014).  
The purpose of this article is to consider the issue of which form of set-expression borrowing from English into 
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German and Russian prevails because borrowed lexical units can function in the recipient languages as direct loans 
or be translated, i.e. be calques. Thereby we set the task for ourselves to clarify the role of the current loan 
translation of set expressions in the two European languages, which systems differ from that of English to varying 
degrees, though, and in addition, to reveal which forms of borrowed set expressions (original or translated) 
predominate in modern German and Russian.  
The comparative study was based on the material from articles published in the German news magazine Spiegel 
online and the Russian newspaper Kommersant in 2004-14. The focus was on certain German set expressions 
selected from the 1990’s – 2000’s neologisms dictionary at www.owid.de.  
The article highlights the role of loan translation in the field of phraseology. It is viewed from a comparative 
angle, i.e. the two linguocultures are juxtaposed. Such an approach to the description of language units is now 
topical for modern intercultural German studies, encouraging research which is aimed at addressing various issues of 
intercultural communication. Thus, the issue in question is closely connected with that of “false friends,” which can 
be not only individual words but also collocations and cause failures in German-Russian intercultural 
communication (Nefedova, 2014). 
2. Loan Phraseologisms 
Traditionally, Russian researchers on German studies has been used to resorting to I. I. Chernysheva’s 
classification when describing set expressions. According to this classification, all stable verbal complexes can be 
subdivided into: 
x phraseological units (phraseologisms proper); 
x phraseologised units;  
x formations according to a model; 
x lexical composites (Chernysheva, 1970). 
H. Burger’s classification makes use of the term “collocations” for lexical composites (Burger, 2007:54).  
I. I. Chernysheva (1970:39) goes on to subdivide phraseologisms proper into phraseological composites, 
phraseological combinations and phraseological expressions. From a lexico-syntactic angle, phraseologisms are 
classified into verbal, substantive, adverbial, pronominal, adjectival, interjectional and propositional ones.  
Loan phraseologisms function in recipient languages as calques and/or direct borrowings. 
2.1. Loan Phraseologisms – Calques in German and Russian 
After 1945, German borrowed lots of set expressions from English, most of which being translated. E.g.: die 
Schau stehlen [steal the show/performance], das Gesicht wahren/retten [save face], den Hut in den Ring werfen 
[throw/toss one’s hat into the ring], Jahrmarkt der Eitelkeit/der Eitelkeiten [vanity fair], nach Komplimenten fischen 
[fish for compliments], kalter Krieg [cold war], die schweigende Mehrheit [the silent majority], der eiserne Vorhang 
[the iron curtain], etc. Many of them were as well borrowed as calques by Russian. 
The 1990’s – 2000’s neologisms dictionary at www.owid.de includes 41 phrases labeled as phraseologisms, 14 
(i.e. a third) of which are borrowings or contain loan elements. 
The followings phraseologisms are derivational, structural (translated) calques of English phrases: am Ende des 
Tages, digitale Signatur, globales Dorf, goldener Handschlag, politisch korrekt, politische Korrektheit. 
The phraseologism am Ende des Tages is an adverbial phraseological composite and a derivational calque of the 
English phrase at the end of the day. This phraseologism is a professional jargonism which synonyms are the 
autochthonous phrases letzten Endes and im Endergebnis. The phraseologism goldener Handschlag is a substantive 
phraseological composite and a derivational calque of the English phrase golden handshake, its option being the set 
expression goldener Händedruck. Both phraseologisms are labeled as vollidiomatisch [fully idiomatised] in the 
dictionary. 
In Russian, the idiom v kontse dnya [at the end of the day] is not known, it has not been borrowed from English. 
The other calque zolotoye rukopozhatiye [golden handshake] is less known in Russian than the corresponding calque 
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in German. Not a single example of this calque has been found in the newspaper Kommersant, although it can be 
found in some Russian dictionaries. On the other hand, the set expression zolotoy parashut [golden parachute] is 
used in Russian as a calque of the English phraseologism. Some 70 documents that make use of this phrase have 
been found for the period from 1st November 2013 to 1st November 2014. German comprises the calque goldener 
Fallschirm [golden parachute] as well but it is less common than the calque goldener Handschlag [golden 
handshake]: the magazine Spiegel online contains a few uses of the calque goldener Fallschirm, whereas the phrase 
goldener Handschlag is used in it four times as often. This fact indicates that different linguocultures fix different 
metaphors. 
The substantive phraseological combination globales Dorf is a calque of the English phrase global village and is 
labeled as teilidiomatisch [partially idiomatised] in the neologisms dictionary at www.owid.de. This phraseologism 
is a term that is used as a metaphor for the Internet and the World Wide Web. German also makes use of the direct 
borrowing global Village, whereas the set phrase global’naya derevnya [global village] is rarely used in Russian. 
The calqued set expressions politisch korrekt [politically correct], politische Korrektheit [political correctness], 
and digitale Signatur [digital signature] are labeled as phraseologisms in the neologisms dictionary at www.owid.de. 
German also makes use of the direct borrowings politically correct and political correctness. Interestingly, the 
former is five times less common than the calque politisch korrekt, whereas the latter and the corresponding calque 
are used with the same frequency. Russian has only borrowed these set phrases as calques and comprises 
politkorrektnyy [politically correct] and politkorrektnost’ [political correctness] as words, not phrases. 
Modern German comprises a lot of substantive phraseological combinations with Generation as the main word, 
e.g.: Generation Х, Generation @, Generation Golf, Generation Facebook, Generation Praktikum, Generation 
Silber, and Generation 50 plus. However, only one of them – Generation X – is considered to be a calque of the 
English phraseologism. It is pronounced in the English manner and is, therefore, a direct borrowing. 
There is only one calque known in Russian – pokoleniye Iks [generation X]. Its denotative meaning is all of the 
people born from 1965 to 1982. It should be noted that this term is connotatively coloured in German in contrast to 
its equivalent in Russian, which only indicates the age of this generation’s representatives. 
In Russian, pokoleniye iks [generation X] is opposed to pokoleniye igrek [generation Y] (also known as 
pokoleniye milleniuma [millennium generation], pokoleniye nekst [generation next], setevoye pokoleniye [network 
generation], ekho-bumery [echo boomers]), which means all of the people born after 1981 and characterized as 
deeply involved in digital technology (Generation Y in German), and pokoleniye zet [generation Z], which means all 
of the people born in the early 1990’s to mid 2000’s. These phraseological combinations are calques of the English 
ones – generation Y and generation Z. 
The above examples of nominations with the main component Generation in German and pokoleniye 
[generation] in Russian show greater importance of this concept for the German linguoculture, which reveals a 
tendency toward an increased differentiation of nominations. They also show modern Germans’ linguistic creativity. 
The substantive phraseological combination elektronisches Buch in German is a calque of the English phrase 
electronic book and so is elektronnaya kniga in Russian. In the 1980’s, this set expression meant digitally stored text 
and now is a neo-semantism indicating an electronic device.  
The German adverbial phraseological composite in der Pipeline [in the pipeline] is a semi-calque and has 
supplemented the already formed scope of synonymous phrases such as in Vorbereitung [in preparation], in der 
Planung [in the planning], in der Produktion [in production], and in petto [in store]. The semi-calque in der 
Pipeline is a metaphor and, like all figurative means of language, is more expressive than its neutral synonyms. 
There is no equivalent for this semi-calque in Russian. 
2.2. Loan Phraseologisms – Direct Borrowings in German and Calques in Russian 
High Potential is a phraseological composite, or an idiom, borrowed from English, has become widespread in 
German, meaning man with higher education, full of promise. It is noteworthy that the German phrase hohes 
Potential is not a calque of the English idiom and used in its direct meaning. In Russian, there is a nominative lacuna 
in this case. 
Direct loans from English into German include several phraseological combinations, or partially idiomatised 
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phrases – either with a rethought attribute (e.g. Blind Date, Functional Food, Golden Goal, Novel Food, Soft Skills) 
or a rethought noun (e.g. Daily Soap, Daily Talk, Global Player, High Heel, Late Night). 
Along with the direct phraseological combination Golden Goal, one can encounter its calque Goldenes Tor in the 
German press. The former is used three times as often, though. For the phraseological combination Functional Food, 
there is an alternative – the translated calque funktionelle Lebensmittel, which, however, is not popular with 
Germans. Cf. funktsional’nyye produkty [functional food] in Russian. 
Unlike the above set phrases directly borrowed from English into German, their calques or semi-calques are used 
in Russian. E.g. myagkiye navyki and gibkiye navyki as translations of the set phrase soft skills or zolotoy gol as a 
semi-calque of golden goal. Direct borrowings are unusual or, in rare cases, jargonisms in Russian. 
3. Borrowed Collocations – Direct Loans in German and Calques in Russian 
The 1990’s – 2000’s neologisms dictionary at www.owid.de includes a lot of phrases borrowed from English 
(only one – Latte macchiato – from Italian) that are collocations, i.e. free phrases. These are collocations which are 
attributive combinations, e.g.: Baggy Pants, Electronic Banking, Electronic Business, Electronic Cash, Electronic 
Commerce, Electronic Mail, Global City, Late Show, Lean Management, Lean Production, Personal Trainer, 
Virtual Reality, World Wide Web. In German, they are direct loans. The majority of them are not translated into 
German. It is only the collocation Virtual Reality borrowed from English that is used along with the calques virtuelle 
Realität and virtuelle Wirklichkeit. All these phrases are equally popular with Germans. 
In Russian, borrowed collocations are calques (e.g. meshkovatyye shtany [baggy pants], berezhlivoye 
proizvodstvo [lean production]) and semi-calques (e.g. berezhlivyy menedzhment [lean management]). 
The Anglicism electronic cash corresponds to two set phrases in Russian, i.e. elektronnyye den’gi and elektronnyy 
kesh. The phrase elektronnyy kesh acquires a new meaning in Russian – not electronic money like in English and 
German, but money for gangsters, drug traffickers, terrorists, killers and corrupt officials. Thus, these set phrases in 
German and Russian are “false friends” in phraseology. 
4. Conclusion 
New lexical items from English, denoting new relevant concepts and phenomena, enter both German and 
Russian. Most of the set expressions borrowed from English are borrowed concepts and phenomena at the same 
time, except for such phrases as am Ende des Tages and in der Pipeline in German, acting as stylistic expressive 
synonyms that have already existed. The majority of the set phrases borrowed from English into German in recent 
decades are direct loans (about 70% of all such collocations). One can encounter calques in German among 
phraseological composites and combinations borrowed from English, whereas collocations are borrowed in their 
original form. The loan translation of fixed expressions into German has lost its relevance as almost all those 
borrowed originate from one source language – English, the language of international communication in the world, 
which is understood by most native speakers of the former. Even though a direct loan sometimes exists in German 
along with a calque, the former is used more frequently. 
In Russian, set expressions borrowed from English are still calqued. The functioning of a set expression in the 
original form in Russian indicates that it is used as a jargonism. 
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